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Mark Twain 978-0-19-4234115

Oxford University Press BORKNM14716

2008 3275521683

Phillip Burrows and mark 
Foster 978-0-19-423429-0

Oxford University Press BORKNM14710

2008 3275521672

Oranges          
in the Snow

You are the famous scientist Mary Durie 
working in a laboratory in Alaska. When 
you discover something very new, other 

people want to try to steal your idea - can 
you stop them before they escape? Book 
with reading activities. Genre: Crime and 

mystery.

Graded 
Readers Title What is the book about?

A Connecticut 
Yankee in King 
Arthur's Court

Hank Morgan is a happy young man in 
Connecticut, USA in 1879 until one day 

someone runs into his office and shouts, 
"Come quickly Boss! Two men are 

fighting." After this something very 
strange happens to him, and his life 
changes forever. Book with reading 

activities. Genre: Classics.

Level:             
Starter           
O-A1



John Escott 978-1-4082-3174-6

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14703/W - book; 
BORKNM14703/CD - MP3

2011
3275521695 - book; 
3275521694 - MP3

Helen Brooke 978-0-19-423430-6

Oxford University Press BORKNM14729

2008 3275521689

Stephen Rabley 978-1-4058-6967-6

Pearson Education Ltd BORKNM14614

2008 3275521434

John Escott 978-0-19-479434-3

Oxford University Press BORKNM14733

2012 3275521662

The Girl with 
Green Eyes

Greg is a porter at the Shepton Hotel in 
New York. When a girl with beautiful 

green eyes asks him for help, Greg can't 
say no. She tells Greg that her stepfather 

is staying at Greg's hotel and has her 
sketchbooks, which she now wants back. 

Book with reading activities. Genre: Crime 
and Mystery.

San Francisco 
Story

Ben has a job in Mr. Tyson’s store. Then 
Mr. Tyson finds money in Ben’s bag. “Get 

out of my store!” Mr. Tyson says. But is Ben 
the thief? There is an earthquake in the city 
- and Mr. Tyson gets his answer.Book with 

reading activities+ 1xMP3 audio.

Survive!

You are in a small plane, going across the 
Rocky Mountains. Suddenly, the engine 

starts to make strange noises... Soon you 
are alone, in the snow, at the top of a 

mountain. Can you find your way out of the 
mountain? Book with reading activities. 

Genre: Human Interest.

Tinkers Farm

It is 1800. Jenny Tinker arrives in New 
York with her father, Sam. The Tinkers are 

English. They're starting a new life in 
America. They want a farm, but they 

haven't got any money. What can they do? 
Book with reading activities.



Stephen Rabley 978-1-4058-6783-2

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14655/W - book; 
BORKNM14655/CD - CD

2008
3275521523 - book; 

3275521524 - CD

O. Henry 978-0-19-423415-3

Oxford University Press BORKNM14709

2008 3275521671

Rod Smith 978-1-4058-8278-1

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14579/W - book; 
BORKNM14579/CD - CD

2008
3275521430 - book; 

3275521429 - CD

The Pearl Girl

Kate Grant comes from Canada. She is 
visiting Europe with her mother and 

father. One evening she sees two men in a 
museum. They are taking a very famous 
picture, the “Girl with a Pearl Ear-ring.” 

What can Kate do? Book with reading 
activities+1xAudio CD.

Tom Cruise

Tom Cruise has starred in numerous films 
since his début in Risky Business. Read 
about his life and career, his major film 
roles, his involvement with Scientology, 
and his marriages. Book with reading 

activities+1xAudio CD.

The Ransom     
of Red Chief

Bill and Sam arrive in the small American 
town of Summit with only two hundred 

dollars, but Sam has an idea for making a 
lot of money. When things start to go very 
wrong, both men soon regret their visit - 

and their idea. Book with reading 
activities. Genre: Classics.

Level:           
A1



Frances Hodgson Burnett 978-0-19-478906-6

Oxford University Press BORKNM14697

2008 3275521669

John Escott 978-0-19-478905-9

Oxford University Press BORKNM14738

2008 3275521682

Janet Hardy-Gould 978-0-19-423671-3

Oxford University Press BORKNM14588

2014 3275521385

Rod Smith 978-1-4058-8150-0

Pearson Education Ltd BORKNM14673

2008 3275521518

Jennifer Lopez

Hollywood

Holywood is the home of movies for 
millions of people. Hollywood means the 

stars, the Oscars, the big film studios. And 
even today, with films on DVD and on the 
internet, Hollywood's exciting story still 
goes on. Book with reading activities. 

Genre: Factfiles.

Her movies are on TV. Her music is on the 
radio. Jennifer Lopez is a Hollywood star 
and a successful singer. She is a Latin 

performer. And “Latin” is about color, fun, 
and life! And who is the number one 

Latina? Jennifer, of course. Book with 
reading activities

A Little Princess

Sara Crewe is a very rich little girl. Her father 
takes her to London to Miss Mitchin's school. 

Sara is sad at first, but she soon makes friends 
at school. But on her eleventh birthday, 

something terrible happens, and Sara has no 
family, no home, and not a penny in the 

world. Book with reading activities. Genre: 
Human Interest.

Goodbye,             
Mr Hollywood 

Nick Lortz is sitting outside a café in 
Whistler, when a stranger comes and sits 
next to him. She's young and pretty. But 
why does she call Nick "Mr. Hollywood"?  
Nick learns the answer to this question 
three long days later. Book with reading 

activities. Genre: Thriller and Adventure.



Frances Hodgson Burnett 978-19-478929-5

Oxford University Press BORKNM14696

2009 3275521668

Louisa May Alcott  978-1-4058-5202-9

Oxford University Press
BORKNM14644/W - book; 
BORKNM14644/CD - CD

2007 3275521553 - book; 
3275521554 - CD

Nancy Taylor 978-1-4058-8151-7

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14635/W - book; 
BORKNM14635/CD - CD

2008
3275521529 - book; 

3275521530 - CD

Bernard Smith 978-1-4058-8153-1

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14660/W - book; 
BORKNM14660/CD - CD

2008
3275521540 - book; 

3275521541 - CD

Michael Jordan

Michael Jordan, the Chicago Bulls’ number 
23, is very famous. And he can fly! Perhaps 
he is the best basketball player of all time. 
But where did he come from? How did he 

start in basketball? Read about his life. 
Book with reading activities+1xAudio CD.

Little Lord 
Fauntleroy

Little Women

Muhamad Ali

In 1974, two black Americans fought in 
Zaire, in Africa. One of them was 

Muhammad Ali. After the fight, he was the 
boxing champion of the world — again. But 
why did a young boy from Kentucky start to 
box? Why did he stop boxing? And what is 

he doing now? Book with reading 
activities+1xAudio CD.

Cedric Errol is seven years old and lives 
with his mother in New York. His father was 

English, but he is now dead, and Cedric 
and his mother are poor and alone in the 
world. But one day a lawyer arrives from 
England with some suprising news. Book 

with reading activities. Genre: Human 
Interest. 

The four March sisters - Meg, Jo, Beth, 
and Amy - have problems. Their father is 

away in the war and they don't have much 
money. But the girls have happpy times, 
too! Read this classic story of family love 
in a difficult year for the Marches. Book 
with reading activities+1xCD-ROM and 

Audio Disc.



John Escott 978-0-19-423373-6

Oxford University Press BORKNM14708

2008 3275521688

Retold by Tim Vicary 978-0-19-478916-5

Oxford University Press BORKNM14698

2008 3275521667

Washington Irving 978-1-4058-4280-8

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14636/W - book; 
BORKNM14636/CD - CD

2008
3275521528 - book; 

3275521527 - CD

Janet Hardy-Gould 978-0-19-479437-4

Oxford University Press BORKNM14578

2012 3275521428

Rip Van Winkle walks into the mountains 
one day, and meets some strange old men. 
He wakes up twenty years later. One dark 
night, Ichabod Crane is riding home, and 
sees a man on a black horse behind him. 
The man has no head. Book with reading 

activities+1xAudio CD.

Read about the famous story of 
Pocahontas, and her love for the 

Englishman John Smith. Book with reading 
activities. Genre: True Stories.

Millions of people come to San Francisco 
every year. They come to walk around the 
city, and ride on the cable cars. They visit 
the neighbourhood of the hippies, and eat 

wonderful food from the sea. San 
Francisco is not the same as other cities. 

Book with reading activities. Genre: 
Factfiles.

San Francisco

Pocahontas

Rip Van Winkle 
& The Legend 

of Sleepy 
Hollow 

In the 1650s, about 500 people lived in the 
quiet little Dutch town of New 

Amsterdam. Now, in the twenty-first 
century, New Amsterdam is the city of 

New York. Seven and a half milion people 
live there, and more than twenty million 
people come to visit it every year. Book 
with reading activities. Genre: Factfiles.

New York



Rod Smith 978-1-4058-2102-0

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14668/W - book; 
BORKNM14668/CD - CD

2010
3275521525 - book; 

3275521526 - CD

Mark Twain 978-1-4058-4277-8

Pearson Education Ltd BORKNM14705

2008 3275521696

Mark Twain 978-0-19-478900-4

Oxford University Press BORKNM14720

2008 3275521670

Nathaniel Hawthorne 978-1-4058-4279-2

Pearson Education Ltd BORKNM14682

2008 3275521513

Tom Sawyer loves adventures. He has 
them at home, at school, and with his 
friends. Tom has one adventure in a 

graveyard, one in an old house, one in a 
cave. Who does he see in those 

places—and why is he afraid? Book with 
reading activities. Genre: Classics.

The Adventures      
of Tom Sawyer

Speed Queens 

Racing was a men's sport - and then came 
the women. Danica Patrick is from the 

United States. Mika Duno is Venezuelan. 
Laleh Seddigh is from Iran. They race with 

men, and they are winners. Read their 
stories. Book with reading 

activities+1xAudio CD.

The House       
of the Seven 

Gables

The House of the Seven Gables is the 
home of an important family: the 

Pyncheons. They have the house and a lot 
of land, but no money and many problems. 

Is there a curse on the family? This is a 
story about money, murder, and love. Book 

with reading activities.

The Adventures     
of Tom Sawyer

 Tom likes having adventures with his 
friends. One night, he and his friend Huck 

Finn go to the graveyard to look for 
ghosts. They don't see any ghosts that 

night. They see something worse than a 
ghost - much, much worse... Book with 

reading activities.



L. Frank Baum 978-0-19-478926-4

Oxford University Press BORKNM14718

2008 3275521687

Vicky Shipton 978-1-4058-8155-5

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14603/W - book; 
BORKNM14603/CD - MP3

2008
3275521425 - book; 
3275521426 - MP3

Dina Anastasio 978-1-4058-8156-2

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14704/W - book; 
BORKNM14703/CD - CD

2008
3275521685 - book; 

3275521686 - CD

American Life

Most people around the world today know 
something about American life. But the 

United States is a big country, and not all 
Americans are the same! In this book, you 
will see the many faces of American life. 

Read their stories. Book with reading 
activities+1xMP3 audio.

Apollo 13

It is Monday, April 13, 1970 and Apollo 13 
is flying to the Moon. Suddenly, something 
goes wrong. The ship is losing power and 
oxygen. Will the astronauts make it to the 
Moon? Or more importantly, will they ever 

get home again? Book with reding 
acitivities+Audio CD.

Level:            
A2

The Wizard      
of Oz

Dorothy lives in Kansas. One day a cyclone 
blows her away to a strange country 

called Oz. There, Dorothy makes friends. 
But she wants to go home to Kansas. So 
Dorothy and her friends take the yellow 

brick road to the Emerald City, to find the 
Wizard of Oz... Book with reading 

activities. Genre: Fantasy and Horror.



Chris Rice 0-582-40795-8

Pearson Education Ltd BORKNM14615

2000 3275521431

Coleen Degnan-Veness 978-1-4082-3165-4

Pearson Education Ltd BORKNM14616

2011 3275521432

Michael Dean 978-1-4058-8159-3

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14610/W - book; 
BORKNM14610/CD - MP3

2011
3275521374 - book; 
3275521375 - MP3

Scott Ciencin 978-1-4058-8163-0

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14661/W - book; 
BORKNM14661/CD - MP3

2008
3275521542 - book; 
3275521543 - MP3

Audrey 
Hepburn

Audrey Hepburn was a ballet dancer, but 
she never danced in a ballet. She made 

more money than any other movie actress, 
but never studied acting. The world loved 
her, but she was not always happy. This is 
her story. Book with reading acitivities.

Extreme Sports

Up in the air! Down on the ground! Under 
the water! Extreme sports are new, 

exciting, and dangerous! Learn about 
extreme sports from aerial ballet to zorbing. 

Read about the crazy people who love 
extreme sports. Book with reading 

activities+1xMP3 audio. 

Jurrasic Park III

Barack Obama

In January 2009,  a new American 
president moved into the White House. But 
who is Barack Obama? What do we know 
about his family and his early life? Why did 
he want to be a politician? And how did he 
get the top job? This is his story. Book with 

reading activities.

Young Eric Kirby is in Jurassic Park with 
live, dangerous dinosaurs. His parents 
want to get him out—but how? Dr. Alan 
Grant knows about dinosaurs. He also 

knows that he doesn’t want to visit Jurassic 
Park again! Book with reading 

activities+1xMP3 audio. 



John Steinbeck 978-1-4058-5536-6

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14619/W - book; 
BORKNM14619/CD - MP3

2008
3275521423 - book; 
3275521424 - MP3

Irene Trimble 978-1-4058-8170-8

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14662/W - book; 
BORKNM1462/CD - MP3

2008
3275521544 - book; 
3275521545 - MP3

Edgar Allan Poe 978-1-4050-7535-0

Macmillan Publishers 
Limited

BORKNM14726 - book; 
BORKNM14726/CD1 - CD; 
BORKNM14726/CD2 - CD

2008
32755216787 - book; 
3275521680 - CD1; 
3275521679 - CD2

Jack London 978-1-4058-5207-4

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14581/W - book; 
BORKNM14581/CD - CD

2011
3275521384 - book; 

3275521435 - CD

The Call of the 
Wild

Buck is stolen from his home, and sold into 
the brutal existence of an Alaskan sled 

dog, where he reverts to atavistic traits. He 
is forced to adjust to, and survive, cruel 
treatments, and fight to dominate other 

dogs in a harsh climate. Book with reading 
activities+1xCD-ROM and Audio CD.

Of Mice         
and Men

George and Lennie are friends, and they have 
plans for their future. But Lennie is not very 

smart, and he sometimes causes trouble. 
George wants to help him, but that is not 

always easy. Then one night, when Lennie is 
alone, something happens. What can George 
do now? Can he help — or is it too late? Book 

with reading activities+1xMP3 audio.

Pirates of the 
Caribbean:      

The Curse of 
the Black Pearl

Elizabeth lives on a Caribbean island, a 
very dangerous place. A young blacksmith 

is interested in her, but pirates are 
interested too. Where do the pirates come 

from, and what do they want? Is there 
really a curse on their ship? And why can’t 
they enjoy their gold? Book with reading 

activities+1xMP3 audio. 

Seven Stories 
of Mystery and 

Horror

Seven stories by E.A.Poe: The Pit and the 
Pendulum/The Gold Bug/The Facts in the 

Case of Mr Valdemar/The Fall of the House 
of Usher/Down in the Maelstrom/The 

Masque of the Red Death/The Oblong Box. 
Book with reading activities+2xAudio CD



James Fenimore Cooper 978-1-4058-4287-7

Pearson Education Ltd BORKNM14611

2008 3275521422

Washington Irving 978-0-230-03511-9

Macmillan Publishers 
Limited

BORKNM14717

2005 3275521684

Johnston McCulley 978-1-4050-7699-9

Macmillan Publishers 
Limited

BORKNM14637/W - book; 
BORKNM14637/CD1 - CD; 
BORKNM14637/CD2 - CD

2005
3275521531 - book; 
3275521533 - CD1; 
3275521532 - CD2

David Levithan 978-1-4058-8169-2

Pearson Education Ltd BORKNM14692

2008 3275521486

The Last of the 
Mohicans

Uncas is the last of the Mohican Indians. 
He is with his father and Hawkeye when 

they meet Heyward. Heyward is taking the 
two young daughters of a British  colonel 
to their father. But a Huron Indian who 

hates the British is near. Will the girls see 
their father again? Book with reading 

activities.

The Mummy

Some 3,700 years ago an Egyptian High Priest 
was mummified and entombed alive and 

cursed for all eternity. In the 1920s, dashing 
American Rick O'Connell, accidentally 

discovers the Lost City of the Dead. But the 
ancient curse of the Mummy is not dead. A 

heart-stopping adventure story based on the 
1999 film. Book with reading activities.

The Mark         
of Zorro

A dashing romantic story set in California in 
the previous century. This classic 

adventure comedy founded a whole genre 
of its own. Short stories, feature films, 
highly popular television series and 

animated cartoons have resulted. Book 
with reading activities+2xAudio CD.

The Legends    
of Sleepy 

Hollow and Rip 
Van Winkle

"The horseman's head still lies somewhere on the 
battlefield," the people of Sleepy Hollow said. One 

dark night, Ichabod Crane - the village 
schoolmaster - saw the Headless Horseman. Or did 
he? Elsewhere, Rip Van Winkle did not like working 

on his farm, and his wife was always angry with 
him. He wanted to forget his troubles for a day. So 
he took his dog and his gun and walked up into the 

Catskill Mountains. Book with reading activities.



Fiona Beddall 978-1-4479-5432-3

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14586/W - book; 
BORKNM14586/CD - CD

2014
3275521379 - book; 

3275521381 - CD

Mark Twain 978-123-0-43634-3

Macmillan Publishers 
Limited

BORKNM14665/W - book; 
BORKNM14665/CD1; 
BORKNM14665/CD2

2013
3275521520 - book; 
3275521521 - CD1; 
3275521522 - CD2

Meg Cabot 978-0-230-03747-2

Macmillan Publishers 
Limited

BORKNM14602/1

2005 3275521397

Meg Cabot 978-0-2300-3748-9

Macmillan Publishers 
Limited

BORKNM14602/2

2005 3275521396

From the top of Mount Rushmore, the 
heads of four U.S. presidents look down on 

the world below: George Washington, 
Thomas Jefferson, Abraham Lincoln, and 
Theodore Roosevelt. What changes did 

they bring to the United States of America? 
Book with reading activities+1xCD-ROM 

and MP3 audio. 

The Presidents 
of Mount 

Rushmore

It's one month later and Mia Thermopolis's new 
life as Princess of Genovia is not easy. Her 

mother is marrying Mia's Algebra teacher, and 
Mia is receiving love letters from a secret 

admirer. Are the letters from Michael, the boy 
Mia loves? Or are they from another boy? It's 

hard being New York's only princess! Book with 
reading activities.

The Princess 
Diaries 2

Mia Thermopolis lives with her mother in 
New York City. One day her life changes 
forever as she discovers that she is the 

Princess of Genovia.  But Mia doesn't want 
to be a princess.  She wants to be a normal 
teenage girl. Book with reading activities.

The Prince and 
the Pauper

The year is 1547. In London, the capital 
city of England, two boys from different 
familes live very different lives. One is 

Edward Tudor, a prince and the future King 
of England; the other is Tom Canty, the 
son of a thief. Then one day they meet, 
and their lives change forever. Book with 

reading activities+2xAudio CD.

The Princess 
Diaries



Nathaniel Hawthorne 978-1-4058-5534-1

Pearson Education Ltd BORKNM14613

2008 3275521433

Jack London 978-0-2300-2673-5

Macmillan Publishers 
Limited

BORKNM14663/W - book; 
BORKNM14663/CD1; 
BORKNM14663/CD2

2008
3275521497 - book; 
3275521499 - CD1; 
3275521498 - CD2

Janet Hardy-Gould 978-0-19-423793-2

Oxford University Press BORKNM14730

2014 3275521690

Level:            
A2-B1

Nothing could stop Amelia Earhart. She 
worked hard to be a pilot. Soon, she was 
breaking records for flying further, and 

higher than anyone ever has before. She 
showed that anything is possible for 
women, and not just men. Book with 
reading activities. Genre:True Story.

The Scarlet 
Letter

Boston in the 1600's is a small town, but a 
large crowd waits for Hester Prynne 

outside the prison. She carries a baby in 
her arms and a scarlet letter "A" sewn on 

her dress. "A" is for adulteress. Who is the 
father of her baby? Nobody knows, and 
Hester will not say. Book with reading 

activities.

Amelia Earhart

White Fang

White Fang - half dog, half wolf - grows up 
in the wild, but soon becomes the 

property of Gray Beaver, a Yukon Indian. 
White Fang knows only the cruelty of man 

and the violence of nature - until he is 
rescued by kindness. Book with reading 

activities+2xAudio CD.



Henry James 978-0-2300-3515-7

Macmillan Publishers 
Limited

BORKNM14672

2007 3275521487

Winston Groom 978-1-4058-7675-9

Pearson Education Ltd BORKNM14653

2008 3275521519

Vicky Shipton 978-1-4058-8185-2

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14695/W - book; 
BORKNM14695/CD - CD

2008 3275521692 - book; 
3275521693 - CD

Mark Twain 978-0-19-479063-5

Oxford University Press BORKNM14687

2008 3275521504

Everybody tells Forrest Gump that he's an 
idiot. But he's a great football player, and 
he plays the harmonica beautifully. He's 

also a brave soldier. But can he ever marry 
the girl he loves? This story of his journey 

through life is sometimes sad, and 
sometimes very funny. Book with reading 

activities.

Forrest Gump

Huckleberry 
Finn

One day Huck runs away from home, and 
is soon floating down the great Mississippi 

River on a raft. But there´s 300 dollars 
waiting for anyone who catches his friend 
Jim who is running with Huck… Book with 

reading activities. Genre: Classics.

Daisy Miller

"Daisy is a foolish child, who doesn't have 
good manners," he said to himself. "People 
have turned their backs on her, but maybe 
she doesn't even think about it. Maybe she 

hasn't seen what people in society are 
doing." Book with reading activities.

Grey Owl

In the 1930's, Grey Owl was the most 
famous North American Indian in the 
world. He wanted to save his land, its 

forests and animals. He wanted to change 
the world. He also had a very strange 

secret. This book tells his true story. Book 
with reading activities+1xAudio CD.



Isaac Asimov 978-0-2300-2682-7

Macmillan Publishers 
Limited

BORKNM14628/W - book; 
BORKNM14628/CD1; 
BORKNM14628/CD2

2008
3275521569 - book; 
3275521571 - CD1; 
3275521570 - CD2

Mark Twain 978-1-4058-6239-4

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14657/W - book; 
BORKNM14657/CD - MP3

2008
3275521559 - book; 
3275521560 - MP3

 Anne Collins 978-0-19-423672-0

Oxford University Press BORKNM14590

2014 3275521392

William F. Nolan 978-1-4082-3202-6

Pearson Education Ltd

BORKNM14675/W - book; 
BORKNM14675/CD1; 
BORKNM14675/CD2; 
BORKNM14675/CD3

2010
3275521549 - book; 3275521552 - 

CD1; 3275521551 - CD2; 
3275521550 - CD3

Logan´s Run

Logan has to die. That is the law in the 
world of the future. Young people enjoy 

themselves. But at the age of 21, their lives 
must end. But Logan wonders, is there any 

other way? Book with reading 
activities+2xAudio CD and 1xCD-ROM.

With Kennedy as president, surely there 
was a great future ahead for the US. But 
in November 1963, the world stopped as 
terrible news came out of Dallas, Texas. 

Book with reading activities. Genre: 
Factfiles.

I, robot

Isaac Asimov's classic collection of stories 
about a society where humans and robots 

live and work together on Earth and in 
outer-space is both disturbing, and 

futuristic. Book with reading 
activities+2xAudio CD.

Jim Smiley and 
His Jumping 

Frog and Other 
Tales

Twain’s stories are usually amusing, but 
they often come with a serious message, 

too. Read about people’s hopes and fears, 
happiness and terrible sadness,—and 
wonderful practical jokes! Book with 

reading activites+1xMP3 audio.

John F. 
Kennedy



Coleen Degnan-Veness 978-1-4479-2565-1

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14656/W - book; 
BORKNM14656/CD - MP3

2008
3275521561 - book; 
3275521562 - MP3

Carl W Hart 978-0-230-40629-2

Macmillan Publishers 
Limited

BORKNM14617/W - book; 
BORKNM14617/CD1; 
BORKNM14617/CD2

2010
3275521393 - book; 
3275521395 - CD1; 
3275521394 - CD2

Vicky Shipton 978-1-4058-8197-5

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14654/W - book; 

BORKNM14654/CD1

2008
3275521565 - book; 
3275521566 - CD1

O. Henry 978-0-19-479067-3

Oxford University Press BORKNM14737

2008 3275521681

New York

Every year, millions of tourists visit New 
York—the most exciting city in the world. 
Read about its history, its sights, and its 
people. What makes New York “the city 

that never sleeps?" Find out with this book, 
complete with reading activities+1XMP3 

audio.

Michael 
Jackson:       

The King of 
Pop

Michael Jackson changed the face of 
modern pop music and dance. This 

Macmillan Biography looks at Jackson's 
early life from becoming a child star with 
the Jackson 5, to the height of his career 
as an international superstar. Book with 

reading activities+2XAudio CD.

New Yorkers: 
Short Stories

O. Henry´s famous short stories - 
sensitive, funny, sympathetic - give us 
vivid pictures of the everyday lives of 

ordinary people living in New York. Book 
with reading activities. Genre: Human 

Interest.

Martin Luther King had a dream. He 
wanted blacks and whites to live together 
happily. King led peaceful protests against 
the government, and won changes for the 
blacks of America. But has King’s dream 

really come true today? Book with reading 
activites+1xMP3 audio.

Martin Luther 
King



O. Henry 978-0-19-423520-4

Oxford University Press BORKNM14732

2008 3275521691

Ambroise Bierce 978-1-4050-8741-4

Macmillan Publishers 
Limited

BORKNM14666/W - book; 
BORKNM14666/CD1; 
BORKNM14666/CD2

2007
3275521491 - book; 
3275521493 - CD1; 
3275521492 - CD2

Vicky Shipton 978-1-4058-9205-6

Pearson Education Ltd BORKNM14712

2009 3275521712

Robert Bloch 978-1-4058-7689-6

Pearson Education Ltd BORKNM14719

2008 3275521654

Eight stories of America during the period 
of the American Civil War, written by the 
famous American journalist and writer 
Ambrose Bierce. Book with reading 

activities+2xAudio CD.

Owl Creek 
Bridge and 

Other Stories

One Thousand 
Dollars and 
Other Plays

Four plays about money, love, and life are 
adapted from short stories written a 

hundred years ago by the great American 
storyteller O. Henry. Book with reading 

activities. Genre: Playscripts. 

Pirates of the 
Caribbean:              

At World´s End

Lord Cutler Beckett thinks that pirates are 
very bad for business. He wants to take 
command of the oceans, but the Pirate 

Lords, of course, have other ideas. But can 
they fight him, and win together? Book with 

reading activities.

Psycho

Marion’s dream is coming true, she just 
needs a room for one more night before 
she can marry Sam. Driving through the 

night, she’s lost and tired, when she 
suddnely sees the Bates Motel. She thinks 

she is lucky, but something terrible is 
waiting for her there. Book with reading 

activities.



Jackie Maguire 978-0-19-423383-5

Oxford University Press BORKNM14596

2008 3275521427

Clare Gray 978-1-4479-6760-6

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14678/W - book; 

BORKNM14678/CD

2007
3275521557 - book; 

3275521558 - CD

Mark Twain 978-1-4479-6750-7

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14706/W - book; 

BORKNM14706/CD

2008 3275521707 - book; 
3275521708 - CD

Raymond Chandler 978-1-4082-6406-5

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14676/W - book; 

BORKNM14676/CD

2008
3275521555 - book; 

3275521556 - CD

Stories              
of Courage

Some people refuse to give in to terrible 
personal problems. Some courageously put 

their own lives in danger as they fight for 
others. The eight true stories in this book 
show how brave men and women can be. 
Book with reading activities+CD ROM and 

MP3 audio.

The Big Sleep

The Adventures 
of Huckleberry 

Finn

 Philip Marlowe is a private detective, who 
is asked to deal with a blackmailing case 
for the wealthy General Sternwood. But 

after finding the first dead body, he realizes 
this job takes him into a world of even more 

serious crime than he orginially thought. 
Book with reading activities and 1xCD-

ROM, MP3 audio.. 

Friends Huck and Jim travel all the way 
down the Mississippi River from Missouri to 
Louisiana. Jim is a runaway slave, so they 
have to be careful. The story follows their  

adventures along the river, where they 
even meet a king! But is he real? Huck 

soon finds out the truth. Book with 
reading activities+1xCD ROM and MP3 

audio.

Seasons and 
Celebrations

Come on a journey through a year's worth 
of celebrations, from New Year's Eve to 
Christmas. Book with reading activities.



Edgar Allan Poe 978-1-4479-2538-5

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14634/W - book; 

BORKNM14634/CD

2008
3275521563 - book; 
3275521564 - MP3

Jack London 978-0-2304-0871-5

Macmillan Publishers 
Limited

BORKNM14664/W - book; 
BORKNM14664/CD1; 
BORKNM14664/CD2

2011
32755215000 - book; 
3275521521 - CD1; 
3275521501 - CD2 

Joyce Hannan 978-0-19-479057-4

Oxford University Press BORKNM14642

2008 3275521508

Edgar Allan Poe 978-1-4058-6235-6

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14627/W - book; 

BORKNM14627/CD

2008
3275521483 - book; 
3275521484 - MP3

The Call              
of the Wild

Are you brave enough to read four of 
Edgar Allan Poe’s most famous horror 

stories (The Black Cat, The Oval Portrait, 
Berenice, and The Mask of the Red 

Death)? Poe wrote strange stories about 
terrible people and evil crimes, so be sure 
you don’t read this book late at night! Book 

with reading activities+1xMP3 audio.. 

This is the story of Buck, a domestic dog 
loyal to the ways of man, who is suddently 
stolen and sold to work on the Yukon Trail. 

In this strange and hard new life, Buck's 
natural instincts slowly wake up to the 

call of the wild. Book with reading 
activities+2xAudio CD.

There are five stories in this book. "The Fall of 
the House of Usher" and "The Barrell of 

Amontillado" are stories of madness; "The 
Maelstrom" describes fear of death during a 

storm on the ocean; and in "The Murders of the 
Rue Morgue" and "The Stolen Letter" we meet 

C. Auguste Dupin, Poe's famous Parisian 
detective. Book with reading activities+1xMP3 

audio.

The Black Cat 
and Other 

Stories

The Death of 
Karen Silkwood

The story of Karen Silkwood begins with 
her death. She had something important 
to tell us. Why didn't she live to tell us? 

Will we ever know what really happened? 
Book with reading activities. Genre: True 

Story.

The Fall of the 
House of Usher 

and Other 
Stories



Charles Randolph 978-1-4058-8189-0

Pearson Education Ltd BORKNM14645

2008 3275521485

Edgar Allan Poe 978-0-19-479078-9

Oxford University Press BORKNM14685

2008 3275521509

Edgar Allan Poe 978-0-1947-9087-1

Oxford University Press BORKNM14684

2008 3275521510

Mark Twain 978-0-1942-3789-5

Oxford University Press BORKNM14683

2014 3275521511

The Prince and 
the Pauper

The Interpreter

Silvia Broome is an interpreter at the 
United Nations, where one night she 

overhears a plan to kill the President of the 
African state of Matobo. Agent Tobin Keller 

of the US Secret Service must stop the 
killers, but is Silvia telling the truth? Book 

with reading activities.

Tom is a pauper and Edward is a prince, 
the son of King Henry VIII. There is 

something very unusual about these boys: 
they look exactly the same. When they 

meet one day by chance, a mistake pulls 
both boys into the wrong life. Book with 

reading activities. Genre: Classics

The Pit and the 
Pendulum and 
Other Stories

Imagine that you wake up on a hard floor, 
in total darkness. You listen to the silence, 

and smell a wet, dead smell … In these 
stories, death whispers at you from every 
dark corner, and fear can drive you mad 
...  Book with reading activities. Genre: 

Fantasy and Horror

The Murders in 
the Rue Morgue

The room was on the fourth floor, and the 
door was locked - with the key on the 
inside. The windows were closed and 

fastened - on the inside. The chimney was 
too narrow for a cat to get through. So 

how did the murderer escape? Book with 
reading activities. Genre: Crime and 

Mystery.



Bill Gates 0-582-40211-5

Pearson Education Ltd BORKNM14701

1999 3275521721

Henry James 978-1-4058-8205-7

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14643/W - book; 

BORKNM14643/CD

2008
3275521567 - book; 
3275521568 - MP3

Coleen Degnan-Veness 978-023-0-43641-1

Macmillan Publishers 
Limited

BORKNM14674/W - book; 
BORKNM14674/CD1; 
BORKNM14674/CD2

2013
3275521546 - book; 
3275521547 - CD1; 
3275521548 - CD2

L.Frank Baum 978-1-4050-8714-8

Macmillan Publishers 
Limited

BORKNM14667/W - book; 
BORKNM14667/CD1; 
BORKNM14667/CD2

2007
3275521488 - book; 
3275521489 - CD1; 
3275521490 - CD2

The Turn of the 
Screw

A young woman comes to a big house to 
teach two young children. It’s her first job, 

and she wants to do well. But she begins to 
see strange things – the ghosts of dead 

people. Are the ghosts after the children? 
Book with reading activities+1xMP3 audio.

Dorothy jumped down from her bed and 
ran to the door. When she opened it, she 

gave a cry of suprise. She was not looking 
at the gray prairie anymore. The house was 
in a beautiful country that was covered with 

green grass and tall trees. "Where am I? 
And how did I get here?" Book with reading 

acitivities+2xAudio CD.

The Wizard      
of Oz

The Road 
Ahead

Bill Gates, the richest man in the world, 
started Microsoft in 1975 with a friend, 
when he was only nineteen years old. 
Twenty years later, he wrote this book 
about the future of computers and the 

Internet. Read about the ideas and dreams 
of a man who has changed the world. Book 

with reading activities.

This book will take you on a  journey, from the 
discovery of the New World over 500 years 

ago, to the present day. From the wild forests 
to the busy cities, welcome to the United 

States of America - home of the movie industry, 
baseball, technology giants, and some of the 
world's most famous civil rights leaders. Book 

with reading activities+2xAudio CD.

The United 
States of 
America



Marc Cerasini 978-1-4058-8208-8

Pearson Education Ltd BORKNM14699

2008 3275521702

Norma Shapiro 978-0-19-424827-3

Oxford University Press
BORKNM14585/W - book; 

BORKNM14585/CD1; 
BORKNM14585/CD2

2010
3275521378 - book; 
3275521376 - CD1; 
3275521377 - CD2

Edith Wharton 978-0-19-479115-1

Oxford University Press BORKNM14641

2008 3275521507

Cinderella Man

Jim Braddock is a successful boxer in New 
York, but in October 1929, the American 
economy fails, and at the same time, Jim 
starts to lose in the boxing ring. Does the 

true story of Jim Braddock -- the Cinderella 
Man -- have a happy ending? Book with 

reading activities.

Ethan Frome

Ethan Frome is a farmer in Massachusetts. 
His wife Zeena is only interested in her 

own ill health. Then Mattie Silver, a young 
cousin, comes to live with the Fromes. She 

brings light and hope into Ethan's lonely 
life. Book with reading activities. Genre: 

Classics.

B1

Dian and the 
Gorillas

When Dian Fossey first saw a family of 
wild mountain gorillas in the Virungas, she 
knew that she must help these wonderful 

animals. This true story tells of the twenty 
years she lived with them, watched them, 
wrote about them, and protected them. 

Book with reading activities + 2xMultiROM



Adeline Yen Mah 978-1-4058-8216-3

Pearson Education Ltd BORKNM14609

2008 3275521412

Alex Raynham 978-0-19-423647-8

Oxford University Press BORKNM14595

2011 3275521388

Alex Raynham 978-0-19-479449-7

Oxford University Press BORKNM14594

2012 3275521387

Margaret Mitchell  978-1-4058-8220-0

Pearson Education Ltd BORKNM14580/1

2008 3275521410

Get ready for the children, whose running 
feet generate the energy that brings 
water to their villages; for the power 

station that uses warm and cold water to 
generate energy; for the car that saves 
energy by growing like a plant... Book 

with reading activities. Genre: Factfiles

Future Energy

Gone with the Wind' is a story of love and 
war, and one of the best-selling books of all 
time. Part 1 follows the popular, but selfish 
Scarlett O’Hara, the gentlemanly Ashley 

Wilkes, and dangerous, but charming Rhett 
Butler, as their world is destroyed during 
the terrible American Civil War. Book with 

reading activities.

Gone with the 
Wind I

Formula One

The names of Formula One champions are 
known all over the world. Drivers need 
strong bodies - and minds. They need to 
think quickly, drive hard, and sometimes 
look death in the face. Book with reading 

activities. Genre: Factfiles

Adeline was born in China at a time of 
great change and trouble. At the same 

time, she suffered terrible unkindness from 
members of her own family. 'Falling 

Leaves' is a story of pain and fear, but also 
of hope, as Adeline fights for her 

independence. Book with reading activities.

Falling Leaves



Margaret Mitchell  978-1-4058-8221-7

Pearson Education Ltd BORKNM14580/2

2008 3275521409

Paul A. Davies 978-0-19-423392-7

Oxford University Press BORKNM14589

2008 3275521420

Georgia Clarke 978-1-4479-6771-2

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14584/W - book; 

BORKNM14584/CD

2010
3275521382 - book; 

3275521383 - CD

Laura Ingalls Wilder 978-0-19-424817-4

Oxford University Press
BORKNM14599/W - book; 

BORKNM14599/CD1; 
BORKNM13599/CD2

2010
3275521413 - book; 
3275521414 -CD1; 
3275521415 - CD2

Gone with the 
Wind II

Gone with the Wind' is a great, romantic 
story of love and war, and one of the best-

selling books of all time. In Part 2, the 
American Civil War has destroyed Scarlett 
O’Hara’s comfortable world. Will she lose 

her home too? Or can she save it and 
rebuild her life? Book with reading 

activities.

Leonardo da 
Vinci

Information 
Technology

The story of information technology is a story 
of machines and people. Meet a multitde of 

characters, from a woman who wrote computer 
programs two hundred years ago, a teenage 

millionaire, a man who began with only a 
paperclip and ended up with a house - to the 
criminals who want to steal your name and 
money. Book with reading activities. Genre: 

Factfiles

Little House     
on the Prairie

More than a hundred years ago, the Ingalls 
family went by covered wagon into Kansas - 
Indian Territory. This is the true story of how 

they lived in those exciting, difficult, and 
dangerous times. Book with reading 

activities+2xMultiROM.

Leonardo da Vinci is known world-wide as the 
painter of the Mona Lisa, as well as for his 

designs of flying machines, and for his studies 
of the human body. He brought his scientific 
and artistic abilities together so successfully 
that he is as famous now, five hundred years 
after his death, as he was in his lifetime. Book 
with reading activities+1xCD ROM and MP3 

audio.



Erich Segal 978-0-19-479122-9

Oxford University Press BORKNM14722

2008 3275521676

Alan C. McLean 978-0-19-423393-4

Oxford University Press BORKNM14592

2008 3275521386

Sue Stewart 978-0-19-423389-7

Oxford University Press BORKNM14593

2008 3275521421

Jann Huizenga and Linda 
Huizenga

978-0-19-424826-6

Oxford University Press
BORKNM14582/W - book; 

BORKNM14582/CD1; 
BORKNM14582/CD2

2010
3275521416 - book; 
3275521417 - CD1; 
3275521418 - CD2

The story of an extraordinary man, who 
changed American history in his short life. 
"I have a dream," said Martin Luther King, 
and it was a dream of blacks and whites 

living together in peace. Book with 
reading activities. Genre: Factfiles.

Recycling

Every day people drop rubbish into bins, 
and never think about it again. But there 
is another way, a way that turns old paper 

into houses, and broken bottles into 
jewelery. Book with reading activities. 

Genre: Factfiles.

Love Story

This is a love story you won't soon forget. 
Oliver Barrett meets Jenny Cavilleri. He plays 
sports, she plays music. He's rich, and she's 
poor. They argue, and they fight, and they fall 
in love. They get married, and make a home 
together. Then they learn that they don't have 

much time left together. Book with reading 
activitie. Genre: Human Interest.

This book looks at the history around the 
Declaration of Independence, and that of 
the American Revolution, that led to the 

birth of the United States of America. Book 
with reading activities+2xMultiROM

Martin Luther 
King

Revolution



Anthony Bruno 978-1-4058-8230-9

Pearson Education Ltd BORKNM14612

2008 3275521408

Tim Vicary 978-0-19-423673-7

Oxford University Press BORKNM14587

2013 3275521389

Patricia Highsmith  978-1-4058-8232-3

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14671/W - book; 

BORKNM14671/CD

2008
3275521655 - book; 
3275521658 - MP3

Edgar Allan Poe 978-0-19-479132-8

Oxford University Press BORKNM14736

2008 3275521677

Strangers          
on a Train

Space

Guy Haines is travelling through Texas on a 
train, when a stranger invites him to share 

a meal. However, this stranger has a 
terrible plan. ‘You murder my father, and I’ll 

murder your wife,’ he suggests. And so 
begins Guy’s journey into a world of 
madness, lies, and death. Book with 

reading activities+1xMP3 audio.

Tales               
of Mystery     

and 
Imagination

These short stories by Edgar Allan Poe 
explore the dark world of the imagination, 
where the dead live and speak, and where 

fear lies in every shadow of the mind… 
Book with reading activities. Genre: 

Fantasy and Horror.

Is there anyone who has not asked 
themselves questions about what is out 
there? Where did our planet come from? 
When did the universe begin?  And one 

question above all - is there life anywhere 
else in space? Book with reading activities.

 Genre: Factfiles.

Seven

Detective Somerset has seven days before 
he can retire from work, and escape from 
the city. Detective Mills is starting his first 
week on the job. When suddenly they're 
beset with seven shocking murders in 

seven days. The serial killer has only one 
thing on his mind -- the seven deadly sins. 

Book with reading activities.



Robert Ludlum 978-1-4082-2108-2

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14631/W - book; 

BORKNM14631/CD

2010
3275521474 - book; 
3275521475 -MP3

Jack London 978-0-19-479110-6

Oxford University Press BORKNM14724

2008 3275521706

F. Scott Fitzgerald 978-0-19-424927-0

Oxford University Press BORKNM14583

2011 3275521380

Anne Frank 978-1-4082-9427-7

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14669/W - book; 

BORKNM14669/CD

2008
3275521472 - book; 
3275521473 - MP3

What happens when a man lives his life 
backwards, or a family owns a diamond as 

big as the Ritz Hotel? How can a boring 
girl become more popular, or a cut-glass 

bowl destroy a married woman's life? Read 
this collection of short stories by one of 
America's finest storytellers to find out. 

Book with reading activities.

Buck is stolen from his home in the south 
and sold as a sled-dog. He has to learn a 

new way of life - how to work in a 
harness, how to stay alive in the ice and 
snow, and even how to fight. Book with 

reading activities. Genre: Classics.

The Curious 
Case of 

Benjamin 
Button, and 

Other Stories

The Call          
of the Wild

The Diary          
of a Young Girl

It is 1942 in Holland, and the Germans 
have invaded. All Jewish people are 

frightened for their lives, so the Frank 
family go into hiding. Life is dangerous, but 

they hope for the best – that is until they 
are discovered. Anne Frank was a real 
person, and this is her diary. Book with 

reading activities+1xMP3 audio.

The Bourne 
Identity

The man has been shot several times, but 
who wants to kill him, and why? He can't 

remember. As he begins to learn about his 
past, he becomes even more confused. 

Does he have a future? Or will he be killed 
before he knows who - or what - he really 
is? Book with reading activities+1xMP3 

audio.



Alex Raynham 978-0-19-423675-1

Oxford University Press BORKNM14591

2014 3275521390

Retold by Jennifer Bassett 978-0-19-478615-7

Oxford University Press BORKNM14715

2013 3275521675

Dashiell Hammett  978-1-4082-6408-9

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14677/W - book; 

BORKNM14677/CD

2012
3275521657 - book; 

3275521660 - CD

John Grisham  978-1-4058-5223-4

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14707/W - book; 

BORKNM14707/CD1; 
BORKNM14707/CD2

2007
3275521709 - book; 
3275521710 - CD1; 
3275521711 - CD2

The Street 
Lawyer

Michael is a successful lawyer with the law 
firm Drake and Sweeney. Then a homeless 

man attacks him. As Michael tries to 
discover who the man was, he uncovers a 

dangerous secret about Drake and 
Sweeney. Book with reading 

activities+1xCD-ROM and 1x audio CD.

The Human 
Body

The Kiss: Love 
Stories from 

North America

Love stories with a difference… These love 
stories are all written by US writers Kate 

Chopin, Stephen Crane, Sarah Orne 
Jewett, O. Henry, and the Canadian writer 
Lucy Maud Montgomery. Book with reading 

activities. Genre: Human Interest.

The Maltese 
Falcon

Everyone is looking for the statue of a bird, 
but the birds are dying. Who has the bird? 
Sam Spade, a private detective, has a new 
client, and it's his job to find out. Book with 
reading activities+MP3 audio and 1xCD-

ROM.

You're fast asleep, and nothing is 
happening. Or is it? In fact, your body is 
hard at work. You may think that nothing 

is happening, but in the extraordinary 
machine that is the human body, it is very 

always very busy indeed. Book with 
reading activities. Genre: Factfiles



Alison Baxter 978-0-19-423391-0

Oxford University Press BORKNM14597

2008 3275521391

Ira Levin 978-0-2300-3047-3

Macmillan Publishers 
Limited

BORKNM14639

2005 3275521402

Michael Crichton 978-1-4050-7296-0

Macmillan Publishers 
Limited

BORKNM14606

2005 3275521405

The USA

Everybody knows about the United States 
of America. You can see its films, hear its 

music, and eat its food just about 
anywhere. But it's also a country with 
many stories to tell. Book with reading 

activities. Genre: Factfiles.

A Kiss Before 
Dying

The handsome young man was angry. His 
plans had been working so well, and now 
this news had come! But he wasn't going 
to show his anger. He turned, and smiled 
at the young woman sitting on the bed. 

Book with reading activities.

Jurassic Park

"My God!" said Alan Grant. He was staring 
at a fax of an x-ray. Ellie was staring at it, 
too. "There hasn't been a lizard like this 
on Earth for 200 MILLION years. Is this a 

real animal?" Book with reading activities.

Level:                   
B1-B2



Louisa May Alcott 978-0-19-479175-5

Oxford University Press BORKNM14686

2008 3275521505

Brigit Viney  978-0-19-423397-2

Oxford University Press BORKNM14598

2008 3275521419

John Steinbeck 978-0-2300-3112-8

Macmillan Publishers 
Limited

BORKNM14608/W - book; 
BORKNM14608/CD1; 
BORKNM14608/CD2

2009
3275521401 - book; 
3275521399 - CD1; 
3275521400 - CD2

Sebastian Junger 978-1-4050-7312-7

Macmillan Publishers 
Limited

BORKNM14604

2003 3275521407

Little Women

When Christmas comes for the four March 
girls, there is no money for expensive 

presents, but they decide anyway to give 
away their Christmas breakfast to a poor 
family. But there are no happier girls in 

America than Meg, Jo, Beth, and Amy. This 
heart-warming story of family life has been 

popular for more than a hundred yeras. Book 
with reading activities.

The History     
of the English 

Language

About a quarter of the people in the world 
today speak English...  How did English 
begin, and what will become of it? The 
history of English is a journey through 

space and time, from thousands of years 
ago, to today, and to all parts of the 
world.  Book with reading activities. 

Genre: Factfiles.

The Perfect 
Storm

The Pearl

Kino and Juana are poor, and their 
difficulties are made worse when their 
baby son is bitten by a scorpion. When 

Kino finds a large pearl, they believe their 
prayers have been answered, and that 

they will be able to buy medical help. But 
the pearl brings them only greed and 

violence... Book with reding 
activities+2xAudio CD.

The waves were about 100 feet high, and 
the wind was blowing at 120 knots. And no 

one could get through to reach Captain 
Billy Tyne and the ship's radio... Book with 

reading activities.



Henry James 978-0-19-479192-2

Oxford University Press BORKNM14640

2008 3275521506

John Grisham  978-1-4058-8255-2

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14670/W - book; 

BORKNM14670 - CD

2008
3275521656 - book; 
3275521659 - MP3

Charles Frazier  978-1-4058-8241-5

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14633/W - book; 

BORKNM14633 - CD

2008
3275521534 - book; 
3275521535 - MP3

Ten-year-old Tonya Hailey is attacked and 
raped by two local men. Carl Lee, Tonya’s 
father, shoots them. Now only his lawyer 

and friend, Jake Brigance, stands between 
him and the electric chair. Is there a legal 
defense for Carl Lee’s actions? Book with 

reading activities+1xMP3 audio.

Level                
B2

Inman leaves the horrors of the American 
Civil War, and begins a long, dangerous 
journey home to Ada. Along the way, he 

witnesses great poverty, cruelty, and 
violence. Will he ever see Ada again? And 
if he does, will she recognize the man he 
has become? Book with reading activities 

+1xMP3 audio.

A Time to Kill

Cold Mountain

Washington 
Square

When a handsome young man begins to court 
Catherine Sloper, she feels so lucky. But in 

New York in the 1840's, young ladies are not 
free to marry whomever they please. 

Catherine must have her father's permission, 
and Dr. Sloper is a rich man. One day 

Catherine will have a fortune of $30,000 a 
year, making marriage complicated for her. 

Book with reading activities. Genre: Classics.



Sara Paretsky 978-0-19-479221-9

Oxford University Press BORKNM14680

2008 3275521516

Philip K. Dick 978-0-19-479222-6

Oxford University Press BORKNM14689

2008 3275521476

Isaac Asimov   978-0-19-479228-8

Oxford University Press BORKNM14689

2008 3275521476

Ed McBain  978-0-19-479230-1

Oxford University Press BORKNM14629

2008 3275521478

King's Ransom

The missing boy is the son of Charles 
Reynolds, chauffeur to Douglas King, meaning 

the kidnappers took the wrong boy - the 
chauffeur's son instead of the son of the rich 

tycoon, King. And they want a ransom of 
$500,000. It's not too much to pay for a little 
boy's life... is it? Book with reading activities. 

Genre: Crime and Mystery

Deadlock

People often imagine private detectives to 
be tired-looking men in raincoats, but Vic 
is female. Her cousin Boom Boom dies in 
an accident. Vic wants to know how and 
why the accident happened, and she isn't 
satisfied with the answers she's getting. 

Book with reading activities. Genre: Crime 
and Mystery

Do Androids 
Dream             

of Electric 
Sheep?

San Francisco lies under a cloud of 
radioactive dust. Rick Deckard is android 

killer for the police, and owner of an 
electric sheep. This week he has to find 
and kill six escaped androids. The film 
Blade Runner was based on this famous 

novel. Book with reading acitivities. 
Genre: Fantasy and Horror.

A robot is made of strong metal. It uses 
electrical energy directly, never sleeps, and 
can work in any temperature. It is stronger, 

more efficient - and sometimes more 
human, than human beings. These short 
stories give us a terrifying vision of the 

future. Book with reading activities. Genre: 
Fantasy and Horror.

I, Robot - Short 
Stories



John Steinbeck 978-0-2300-3106-7

Macmillan Publishers 
Limited

BORKNM14618

2009 3275521403

Edgar Allan Poe and others 0-582-41933-6

Pearson Education Ltd BORKNM14638

1999 3275521515

Herman Melville 978-0-2300-2687-2

Macmillan Publishers 
Limited

BORKNM14605

2008 3275521406

Edgar Allan Poe 978-1-4058-6254-7

Pearson Education Ltd BORKNM14713

2008 3275521697

The tragic story of George and Lennie, who 
move from one farm to another, looking for 
work. George is clever, but Lennie's size and 
slowness is always getting him into trouble. 
Things are going well until they meet the 

unhappy wife of Curley, the farm foreman, 
who becomes friendly with Lennie... Book 

with reading activities.

Moby Dick

When Ismael and his friend join the crew 
of a whaling ship, they are unaware that 
its captain is out for revenge. His plan is 

to pursue, and kill the vicious white 
whale, Moby Dick, and no one can stop 

him! Book with reading activities.

Tales of 
Mystery and 
Imagination

Edgar Allan Poe, ‘the father of the detective 
story’ and a master of horror, is one of the 
greatest American short story writers. In 
these stories, we meet people struggling 

with fear, revenge, mental illness, and 
death. Which of them will win – and which 
will lose – their battles? Book with reading 

activities.

A collection of stories written in the 19th and 
early 20th centuries by well-known writers from 
the USA, Britain, and Ireland. The stories are 
extremely varied in their subject matter. Some 

are about very ordinary people to whom 
something surprising happens, while some 

contain unusual characters from opposite ends 
of the social scale... Book with reading 

activities.

Outstanding 
Short Stories

Of Mice and 
Men



Anne Tyler 978-0-19-479-215-8

Oxford University Press BORKNM14679

2008 3275521517

Edith Wharton 978-0-19-479216-5

Oxford University Press BORKNM14688

2008 3275521503

Robert Ludlum 978-1-4082-3170-8

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14694/W - book; 

BORKNM14694/CD

2011
3275521664 - book; 
3275521663 - MP3

John Grisham 978-1-4058-8238-5

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14702/W - book; 

BORKNM14602/CD

2008
3275521722 - book; 
3275521723 - MP3

The Accidental 
Tourist

 After the death of his son and the 
departure of his wife, Macon's life 

becomes desperate. Then his dog Edward 
starts to bite people, and he has to send 
for Muriel, the dog trainer. And day by 
day, Macon's life gets more and more 

complicated. Book with reading activities. 
Genre: Human Interest.

The Age          
of Innocence

 In the 1870's, a woman who leaves her 
husband can never be accepted in polite 
society. And friendship with an unhappy, 
lonely woman is a dangerous path for a 

young man to follow - especially a young 
man who is soon to be married. Book with 

reading activities. Genre: Clasic.

The Brethren

Three former judges are in prison. They 
call themselves the Brethren, and organize 
a pen-pal scam. The money is pouring in, 
but then the Brethren contact the wrong 

pen-pal, — a powerful man with dangerous 
friends. Book with reading activities+MP3 

audio.

The Bourne 
Supremacy

 A Chinese politician is assassinated in 
Hong Kong, and Jason Bourne’s name is 

found at the scene…the killer has returned! 
Who’s paying him, and who will he kill 

next? And how can he be stopped? Book 
with reading activities+1xMP3 audio.



F. Scott Fitzgerald 978-1-4050-7323-3

Macmillan Publishers 
Limited

BORKNM14600

2005 3275521398

John Grisham 978-1-4082-7632-7

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14700/W - book; 

BORKNM14700/CD

2008 3275521715 - book; 
3275521716 - MP3

Mitch Albom  978-1-4082-6394-5

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14658/W - book; 

BORKNM14658/CD

2012
3275521536 - book; 
3275521537 - MP3

John Steinbeck  978-1-4058-6251-6

Pearson Education Ltd BORKNM14734

2008 3275521698

Five short stories about life in America in 
the 1920's and 1940's. 'The Cut-glass 

Bowl,' 'Bernice Bobs Her Hair,' 'Gretchen's 
Forty Winks,' 'Magnetism,' 'Three Hours 

Between Planes.' Book with reading 
activities.

The Firm

The Grapes     
of Wrath

The Five 
People You 

Meet in Heaven

The Cut-glass 
Bowl and Other 

Stories

During the Great Depression in the United 
States, and after the loss of their farm in 

Oklahoma, the Joad family is faced with a 
journey of more than one thousand miles to 

California in search of a better life. Can 
hope defeat poverty, illness, and hunger? 

Book with reading activities.

Eddie is a wounded war veteran, an old 
man who has lived, in his mind, an 

uninspired life. On his 83rd birthday, a 
tragic accident kills him. He awakes in the 

afterlife, a place where your life is 
explained to you by people who somehow 

affected your life. Book with reading 
activities+1xMP3 audio.

Mitch is young and ambitious. When he 
gets a job with a law firm, it seems to be 
the path to money and power. But soon he 

finds out that the firm is listening to all 
his phone calls, and the FBI want to speak 
with him. Money and power have a price - 
and the price could be his life. Book withf 

reading activities+1xMP3 audio.



F. Scott Fitzgerald  978-1-4058-6517-3

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14728/W - book; 

BORKNM14728/CD

2008
3275521699 - book; 
3275521700 - MP3

F. Scott Fitzgerald   978-0-19-478617-1

Oxford University Press BORKNM14681

2013 3275521514

John Grisham  978-1-4058-8247-7

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14721/W - book; 

BORKNM14721/CD

2008
3275521719 - book; 
3275521720 - MP3

John Grisham  978-1-4058-8248-4

Pearson Education Ltd

2008

The Great 
Gatsby

Jay Gatsby, the owner of great wealth, 
wants only one thing - to find the woman of 

his dreams again. This novel captures 
perfectly the rocking Jazz Age of the 

1920's, and goes deep into the hollow 
heart of the American Dream. Book with 

reading activities. Genre: Classic.

In Washington, two Supreme Court judges 
are murdered, and only the young and 

beautiful law student Darby Shaw knows 
why. She has uncovered a deadly secret, 
but will anyone believe her? And can she 
stay alive long enough to persuade them 

she is right? Book with reading 
activities+MP3 audio.

The Pelican 
Brief

The Partner

Patrick Lanigan, a lawyer, dies in a car 
crash. Later, the partners in his law firm 

discover that Patrick isn't really dead after; 
he is living in Brazil, with $90 million of his 

partners’ money… Book with reading 
activities+1xMP3 audio.

The Great 
Gatsby

During one hot summer on Long Island, 
Jay Gatsby throws an amazing party every 
weekend. He is an extremely wealthy man, 

although no one knows where he, or his 
money, have come from. But Gatsby has a 
purpose: he is following a dream of love... 
Book with reading activities+1xMP3 audio.



John Grisham  978-1-4058-8249-1

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14727/W - book; 

BORKNM14727/CD

2008
3275521701 - book; 
3275521351 - MP3

Ngugi wa Thiong'o 978-1-4050-7331-8

Macmillan Publishers 
Limited

BORKNM14607

2005 3275521404

retold by John Escott  978-0-19-479253-0

Oxford University Press BORKNM14629

2008 3275521512

Weep Not, 
Child

"My father's land was taken from him. He 
died lonely, waiting for the white man to go. 
But the white man stayed. My father died 

on the land, working for another man. Now 
I, too work for a white man on the land that 
used to belong to us." This tragic story of 
Njoroge and his family is set in Kenya in 
the 1950's. Book with reading activities.

Dot and Bud Black ask Rudy Baylor for his 
help in their fight against a powerful 

insurance company. Their son, Donny Ray, 
is dying. His claim for medical insurance 

has been refused. Can Rudy, an 
inexperienced law student, really give them 

any hope? Book with reading 
activities+1xMP3 audio.

The Rainmaker

Levels             
B2-C1          

C1

American 
Crime Stories

These seven stories by well-known 
American writers show us the many faces 

of crime. Book with reading activities. 
Genre: Crime and Mystery



John Briley  978-0-19-479256-1

Oxford University Press BORKNM14691

2008 3275521480

John Steinbeck  978-1-4058-6526-5

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14632/W - book; 

BORKNM14632/CD

2008
3275521481 - book; 
3275521482 - MP3

Maya Angelou  978-1-4058-8265-1

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14725/W - 

book;BORKNM14725/CD

2008
3275521713 - book; 
3275521714 - MP3

Adapted from the novel by 
Max Allan Collins

 978-1-4058-8271-2

Pearson Education Ltd BORKNM14601

2008 3275521411

Saving Private 
Ryan

Three days after one of the fiercest battles 
of World War II, Captain Miller and his 

surviving men think now they can relax. But 
boy, are they wrong! They are sent out on a 

mission behind enemy lines to find one 
man - Private Ryan - and bring him home 
safely. Will they survive the mission? Book 

with reading activities.

John Steinbeck, one of America’s greatest 
writers, considered East of Eden to be his 
most important work. Set in California, the 

novel is a story of love and jealousy, 
forgiveness, revenge,—and what it means 

to be human. Book with reading 
activities+1xMP3 audio.

I Know Why the 
Caged Bird 

Sings

In the 1930's and 1940's, Maya was a poor 
Black girl growing up in the segregated 
American South. She suffered prejudice 

and cruelty from people she trusted, as well 
as at the hands of an unjust society. 

Through it all, Maya learned about the 
power of love and hope. This is Maya’s true 

story. Book with reading activities+MP3 
audio.

East of Eden

Cry Freedom

 This is the story of a man's fight with the 
government of South Africa. It is the story 
of all people who prefer truth to lies. It is 
the story of all people who cry 'Freedom,' 
and who are not afraid to die for it. Book 

with reading activities. Genre: True stories.



David Guterson  978-1-4058-8273-6

Pearson Education Ltd BORKNM14714

2008 3275521718

Robert Ludlum 978-1-4082-6395-2

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14659/W - book; 

BORKNM14659/CD

2012
3275521538 - book; 
3275521539 - MP3

John Grisham  978-1-4058-8261-3

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14731/W - book; 

BORKNM14731/CD

2008
3275521673 - book; 
3275521674 - MO3

Amy Tan  978-0-19-479263-9

Oxford University Press BORKNM14690

2008 3275521479

Snow Falling on 
Cedars

It is 1954, and Kabuo Miyamoto is on trial for 
murder. He is a Japanese American living on 

the northwestern coast of America. The 
Second World War has left an atmosphere of 
anger and suspicion in this small community. 

Will Kabuo receive a fair trial? And will the true 
cause of the victim's death be discovered? 

Book with reading activities.

The Chamber

Carlos the Jackal is back! He is getting 
older, and he wants the blood of his enemy. 

Jason Bourne, while he still has his 
assassin's skills, has no choice. To protect 
his family and himself, he must leave his 
quiet academic life behind, and hunt the 
hunter. Will this be a battle to the death? 

Book with reading activities+1xMP3 audio.

The Bourne 
Ultimatum

The Joy Luck 
Club

This is the story of four mothers and their 
daughters, the mothers born in China, and the 
daughters in America. Through their eyes we 
see life in pre-revolutionary China, and life in 
modern day, downtown San Francisco. The 

women are struggling to find a cultural identity 
that can include a past, and a future half a 
world apart. Book with reading activities.

Seventy-year-old Sam Cayhall is on 
Mississippi’s death row. Sam hates 

lawyers, but his date with the gas chamber 
is close, and time is running out. Then 

Adam Hall, a young lawyer arrives. Can he 
and his secret persuade Sam to accept his 
help? Book with reading activities+1xMP3 

audio.



John Grisham  978-1-4082-2114-3

Pearson Education Ltd BORKNM14735

2011 3275521703

John Grisham  978-1-4058-8270-5

Pearson Education Ltd
BORKNM14723/W - book; 

BORKNM14723/CD

2008
3275521704 - book; 
3275521705 - MP3

John Grisham  978-1-4058-8274-3

Pearson Education Ltd BORKNM14711

2008 3275521717

The Runaway 
Jury

The King          
of Torts

When he defends another murderer, Clay 
Carter has worked in the Office of the Public 
Defender for years for low pay. But things are 
not what they seem. This is his opportunity to 
make money and a reputation, as he battles 

with large pharmaceutical companies. Will he 
become the King of Torts? Book with reading 

activities.

The Testament

 Powerful lawyer Nate O’Riley is sent on a 
journey that takes him from the tense 

courtrooms of Washington, to the 
dangerous swamps of Brazil. It is a journey 

that will change his life forever…

Pynex, a tobacco company, could lose 
hundreds of millions of dollars in a big court 
case. It is Fitch's job to make sure that they 

win. But one of the jurors is also trying to 
influence the jury's verdict. Who is he? And 

whose side is he on? Book with reading 
activities+1xMP3 audio.


